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Abstract 
The objective of this study is to provide a description on a social entrepreneurship activity 
conducted by Saung Angklung Udjo in relation to open labor force market and to empower the 
surrounding community through the local culture, i.e. Sundanese. This was a qualitative study, 
utilizing an in-depth interview and observation. Indepth interview was conducted to the 
manager of Saung Angklung Udjo (SAU), some staff, some players, and audience. Observation 
was done to the location, when there was an angklung performance. In addition to it, a 
triangulation method was conducted to some audiences who came to the location.The results of 
the in-depth interview was transcribed in the form of verbatim, and was analysed its content 
(content analysis). SAU is a tourism business place representative of Sundanese culture. 
Sundanese is the name of ethnic group located in West Java. One of the Sundanese arts is 
angklung performance. Nowadays, angklung performance is not popular among youngsters as 
it represents traditional life. Thus, the existence of SAU could help young people to learn 
Sundanese culture. SAU is an example of one cultural business tourism places in Indonesia. 
Therefore, local government should assist the sustainability of this place in order to preserve 
Sundanese culture. The assistance could be in marketing, such as promoting the place to the 
students from elementary to high school. 
Keywords: business, tourism, cultural identity, social entrepreneurship  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Indonesia is an archipelago country which consists of hundreds of ethnic groups and culture. 

Sundanese is one of an ethnic group and culture in West Java. As one of an ethnic group, Sundanese has its 
own culture which is unique compared to other ethnic groups in Indonesia. One of the uniqueness of the 
Sundanese culture is the angklung. 

Angklung is a multi-tone (dual tone) musical instrument made of bamboo pieces consisting of 2 to 4 
tubes of bamboo assembled together with rattan rope. The sound is resulted when the bamboo pipes of each 
size either large or small are struck together in a tone arrangement of 2, 3 to 4 tones. In November 2010 
angklung was recognized by UNESCO as an oral and intangible cultural heritage 
(http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/angklung).  According to the history, angklung was created and played to 
attract Dewi Sri down to earth for the rice plants to thrive. During the Dutch colonial period, the Dutch 
government banned people to play the angklung, because it was used to pump the spirit of people. Since then 
the popularity of angklung declined and was only used as toys for children 
(https://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/angklung and http://www.indonesiakaya.com/ kanal/detail/angklung-
warisan-budaya-Sundanese-pride-Indonesia). That is why the author concluded that angklung is not popular 
among young people, besides it was once banned, also because it is considered very ancient/traditional and 
old fashioned. 

Young people prefer Western music with modern instruments, such as guitar, keyboard, drums, and 
so forth. The songs played by a modern instrument are different from the songs played by traditional musical 
instruments such as the angklung. Songs played with modern instruments are considered to be more down to 
earth in the ears of young people, rather than songs played with traditional musical instruments. For example 
when playing the guitar there is a modern, urban impression. Meanwhile, when playing the angklung it has a 
more traditional, rural/village, old-fashioned impression. Therefore, that is the reason for young people for 
not favoring the angklung. 

Young people are affected by Western music which can easily enter a country due to globalization, 
either through the media (TV, radio, newspaper,  internet: FB, WA, Path, Line, etc.) as well as direct contact 
with individuals during a visit to a certain country or when foreign tourists come to visit Indonesia. Thus, 
globalization enables people to the access of all kind of information. The consequence is globalization can be 
interpreted as a positive matter, because all information at the other side of the world can be easily and 
quickly accessed simultaneously. On the contrary, globalization can also have a negative meaning due to the 
lifestyle of people, especially young people that can change quickly. This means, globalization also brings 
changes to local culture and has an impact to the identity of a nation (ethnic group). 

Identity is a process of formation based on cultural attributes, or a related set of cultural attributes, 
which are given priority to surpass other sources of meaning (Castells, 1997: 6-7). Identity here is 
distinguished from the role or set of roles, which is defined by the norms established by institutions and 
organizations in the community. Identity is a source of meaning for the individual themselves, which is 
formed through a process of individualization. In other words, identity means the identity of a person since 
they were born, then there is an interaction process where the individual goes through every day of his/her 
life which then forms into a specific pattern to become the image of the person. If an identity is associated 
with a culture, then it means an understanding of something that is identical or a description related with 
culture (Darmastuti, 2013: 94-95). Furthermore it is explained that cultural identity is the feeling of a person 
to own or affiliate with a particular culture. In other words, the person will conduct cultural identification, 
whether he goes into the group or outside the group, so they can be distinguished from one culture to 
another. 

Therefore it is clear that the Sundanese culture is different from Javanese culture, or the cultures of 
other ethnic groups in Indonesia. Culture is a whole system of ideas and senses, actions and the resulting 
work of man living in a society which is owned by learning (Koentjaraningrat, 2011: 72). By learning, culture 
can be inherited from one generation to another to become a sustainable culture. This means that in order for 
a culture of an ethnic group to survive it needs to have a supporting community who has a high sense 
regarding their culture. This sense of belonging is highly needed, especially when related with a cultural 
identity that will not grow fainter despite having to face globalization. Therefore there are necessary efforts 
for the cultural identity of an ethnic group to survive and thrive in the global culture. This effort has been 
carried out by a tourist place namely Saung Angklung Udjo (SAU), which will be elaborated by the author in 

http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/angklung
https://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/angklung
http://www.indonesiakaya.com/%20kanal/detail/angklung-warisan-budaya-Sundanese-pride-Indonesia
http://www.indonesiakaya.com/%20kanal/detail/angklung-warisan-budaya-Sundanese-pride-Indonesia
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this paper how SAU was observed as a Sundanese cultural based tourist destination could contribute towards 
domestic tourism. 

 

 
Figure 1. The shape of an angklung  
(Source: https://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angklung)  
 

2. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
Social Enterprise 

As we know that the concept of social entrepreneurship has just emerged around two decades ago. 
The term ‘social enterprise’ was used first in Dholakia and Dholakia (1975) to distinguish marketing activities 
in state and cooperative enterprises from private sector approaches. Social enterprise are seen as socially 
driven organisations with social and/or environmental objectives combined with a strategy for economic 
sustainability  (Ridley-Duff & Bull, 2011). There are four definitions to compare so that we can understand 
more about social enterprise. There four definitions are from: 1) a Social Audit Toolkit for worker and 
community cooperatives; 2) the EMES European Research Network; 3) a consultation by the UK government 
on the ‘community interest company’; 4) a report for the Inter-American Development Bank  (Ridley-Duff & 
Bull, 2011). Using this four definitions for comparison, it was found that social enterprise was positioned 
itself at all points along a continuum. Later on it was decided that there is no single, agreed set of words that 
clearly defines social enterprise. It was depended on the people that runs the bussiness itself to define how 
‘wide’ or ‘narrow’ the definition of social enterprise is.  

There are things to consider before become a social entrepreneur. According to Welch (2008), there 
are some practical step that may helped to guide: 1) be clear on what someone passionate about; 2) 
determine what skill that are relevant to the issue; 3) consider whether someone owns the personality to be a 
social entrepreneur; 4) determine which of these three ways of being of service interest the most and would 
be a good fit, given the capabilities (giving money to the organization that deals with the issue, working for 
the organization that interest, starting own initiative by replicating an existing initiative, or developing it); 5) 
and the last step is to take the first step.  

There are many definitions such as: Ideafest define social entrepreneurship as a creative revival 
movement for change. The basic idea of social entrepreneurship is resolving social problems in a sustainable 
manner in a way of business. This group supports businesses that are still looking for a profit, but with less 
economic value because the emphasis is on social value 
(http://bisniskeuangan.kompas.com/read/2015/04/01/184848226/.social entrepreneurship). While the 
Ashoka Foundation (https://www.ashoka.org/ social_entrepreneur) translates a person who has social 
entrepreneurial spirit are individuals who have innovative solutions towards the most pressing social 
problems. They are people who have a strong ambition, diligent and are able to handle social issues also 
offers new ideas for a big change. They also don’t want to depend on the government or other business 
sectors, but try to solve problems by changing the system, offer solutions, and encourage local communities 
to step up and seek for other opportunities. There are also those who see social entrepreneurship as a 
discipline that combines business intelligence, innovation, and determination to move forward. Social 
entrepreneurship is expected to have a role in the lives of people around the business environment so the 

https://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angklung
http://bisniskeuangan.kompas.com/read/2015/04/01/184848226/.social%20entrepreneurship).
https://www.ashoka.org/%20social_entrepreneur
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positive impact can be experienced widely by the people. Therefore social entrepreneurship in this case can 
produce the products in the form of goods/services, creative ideas, which is directly implemented and has a 
wide impact. There are also those who say that social entrepreneurship is social business where the activities 
or main purpose is only for social purposes, but managed with a business approach 
(http://aiiazzsecret.blog.com/2012/03/19/kewirausahaan-sosial). Thus, social entrepreneurship can be 
simply defined as a combination of business and social matters. 

 
3. DATA COLLECTION METHOD 

The study of this cultural based tourist place is at Saung Angklung Udjo (SAU), which is located in 
Bandung, the capital city of West Java province. SAU is a tourist place representing Sundanese culture from 
West Java. As a tourist place, the specific characteristic of SAU is the angklung instrument. 

For the purposes of this study, a qualitative study using in-depth interviews and participant 
observation as means of data collection conducted. In-depth interviews were conducted to the Operational 
Director, Corporate Secretary, souvenir department staff, the MC who was also a cashier, marketing staff and 
production staff. Triangulation was done towards an angklung maker, 2 players and 2 members of the 
audience. Participatory observation was done by staying in one of the guest houses to observe the situation 
and condition of the SAU since the early morning until the activity ends. The collected data was then analyzed 
using content analysis. 

 
4. RESULTS 

Saung Angklung Udjo (SAU) was founded in 1966 by a Sundanese man namely Udjo Ngalagena (late) 
with his wife Uum Sumiati. Udjo, who was usually called Mang Udjo (Uncle Udjo) set up SAU with the aim to 
preserve traditional Sundanese arts and culture. Mang Udjo learned to play the angklung since he was 4 years 
old. Besides the angklung, he also studied martial arts (pencak silat), gamelan, kecapi (traditional harp) and 
songs in Sundanese. Mang Udjo was inspired to promote angklung; therefore he learned to play the angklung 
from Daeng Soetigna, which made diatonic notes. To promote the angklung, Mang Udjo sold angklung by 
carrying out a performance. He asked his children and nephew to bring the angklung to the surrounding 
villages by foot as street singers or better known by the term 'ngamen' (interview with Mrs. Mutiara, July 27, 
2015). 

In 1966 Mang Udjo bought a piece of land, as a fixed location for angklung performances. At that 
time, Mang Udjo collaborated with a travel agent who brought in foreign tourists. The songs that were played 
at that time were simple, using tools that were also simple (still with pentatonic notes). Then it evolved into 
universal songs that did not just used angklung, but was combined with other musical instruments. At first 
people did not have to pay admission for watching the show, but only voluntarily give donation because the 
objective of the performance was to preserve Sundanese culture. However, gradually SAU charged people Rp. 
60,000,- per person each time they wanted to watch the performance for approximately 2 hours. The daily 
performances presented at SAU were: wayang golek (wooden puppet), tari topeng (mask dance), helaran, 
mini angklung playing, arumba, orchestral angklung playing, interactive  angklung playing, and dancing 
together. All performances are part of the Sundanese culture. 

SAU was located in an area of 2 ha, surrounded by local residential houses. The available existing 
facilities were: a gift shop where 70% of the items sold were handicrafts from West Java and the rest were 
from outside West Java. This proofs that SAU attempts to preserve Sundanese culture. In addition, a 
restaurant facility was available namely "Dapur Udjo" (Udjo’s Kitchen), a place for visitors who wish to eat 
there. Dapur Udjo could also provide food for tourist groups who wanted to eat before watching the show. 
There was also a guest house and home-stay facilities which were used for tourists or people who wanted to 
learn the angklung or Sundanese culture. They came from Italy, France, Uzbekistan, Taiwan, and other 
countries. Foreign tourists usually stay up to 3 months in the guest house, because they also learn the 
Sundanese language and custom, how to play the gamelan, wayang and so on. In collaboration with the 
Education and Culture Ministry, SAU was also often requested to train high school students learn the 
angklung so they could become a role model. This was training for trainers which lasted for 10-14 days was 
an intensive 'Learning Together with the Maestro' (BBM). By doing this, it means SAU undertake efforts on 
preserveing Sundanese culture through young people as the future generation. As we know that culture can 

http://aiiazzsecret.blog.com/2012/03/19/kewirausahaan-sosial
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never be sustainable if not taught from generation to generation. Thus, SAU developed into an education 
laboratory and training center to preserve Sundanese culture. 

To introduce angklung as a whole, SAU also had an Angklung Production Center, which currently 
stands on the land of a former pencil factory. The production center only accommodates submissions from 
the angklung craftsmen makers. The craftsmen were also suppliers of souvenir items made of bamboo 
(residue from angklung manufacture). Besides an Angklung Production Center which was located at SAU 
there was also a demonstration stand on the making of angklung which serves as a living laboratory. Mr. 
Rahmat had worked as an angklung crafter at the Saung for 39 years and lived about 3 km from the SAU. Mr. 
Rahmat met with Mang Udjo in 1976, and from that moment he became an angklung crafter. Pak Rahmat had 
four sons, but none of his children were interested to continue his skills. Acting as coordinator, Mr. Rahmat 
recruited other children who were interested in making the angklung for example, from Garut. According to 
Mr. Rahmat, usually the Sundanese would make the angklung, other ethnic groups usually only enjoy it. If we 
refer to the explanation above it is clear that the skill on making the angklung might end at Mr. Rahmat 
because none of his children were willing to learn his skills therefore it could not be preserved. 

Currently SAU was managed by the children of Mang Udjo totaling 10 people where some of them 
work at the Foundation, became the Director, the others run the restaurant, develop an angklung orchestra 
and became a conductor/instructor during interactive angklung playing. In other words, SAU was a family 
managed business (family oriented business). However, SAU still retained the vision and mission of Mang 
Udjo the founder, which was to become a Sundanese culture region, especially the worldwide culture of 
bamboo and create supreme tourism in Indonesia. While the mission of SAU was to preserve and develop the 
Sundanese culture based on the philosophy of Mang Udjo, namely mutual assistance among community 
members and environment preservation for community welfare. 

At the time of the study, the angklung musicians, dancers, and performers presented by SAU were 
local residents. SAU opened registration for children to be trained as angklung musicians. If they were 
accepted,  then they would be trained three times a week and the children did not have to pay or free of 
charge. If their ability in playing angklung or dancing was sufficient, the children had an opportunity to 
perform. Due to children training was free of charge if they participated in the show; payment was made in 
the form of scholarship (tuition payments) or donations of school stationery. This means that SAU indirectly 
participates on the welfare of the surrounding community. 

In addition, SAU also had a good relationship with bamboo farmers, because the bamboo quality 
woud also determine the angklung quality. Therefore, SAU had a special team to conduct a survey to several 
areas, for example to Padalarang, Garut and Sukabumi. This team would provide farmers free of charge 
guidance. There was a special technique to be used when cutting bamboo for angklung (e.g., should pay 
attention to a certain angle). In the 1980s SAU began intensely attending/developing the farmers. They were 
taught how to grow bamboo properly and the appropriate time to cut them down. For example, bamboo 
should not be harvested before 9 am and not more past 1 pm. The perfect age for harvesting bamboo is when 
it is 3-4 years old so the young bamboo can grow into bamboo trees. After the bamboo is harvested it should 
not be directly processed into an angklung, but it should be soaked first, aired and should not be dried 
directly under the sun. After approximately one year, then the bamboo is ready to be raw material for an 
angklung. 

 
5. DISCUSSION 

From the above description by the author, as a tourist place, SAU does not just sell angklung 
performances, but also demonstrates on how to make the angklung and sell goods made of bamboo (gift 
shop). In other words, SAU runs a business from upstream to downstream. In addition, besides performances 
presented at SAU, they also receive requests to perform in occasions such as weddings, birthdays, and so on. 
This is part of the SAU business, which also exports angklung to foreign countries such as Japan and Korea. 

If we observe the SAU mission with the social entrepreneurship definition as above, it is clear that 
Mang Udjo is a social entrepreneurial spirit individual. He had the idea and offered innovative solutions to the 
surrounding community by being an angklung street singer (pengamen) where usually a street singer brings 
a guitar. Mang Udjo also does not want to rely on the government, but invites the surrounding community 
together to develop angklung as one of the icons of Sundanese culture. Mang Udjo not only encourages people 
around him to learn to play the angklung, but also teaches them how to make an angklung. The demand for 
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angklung increased from within and outside the country, therefore SAU also empowered the community by 
inviting people either individually or in groups (in the form of cooperative), by supplying the angklung 
(become angklung craftsmen). To maintain the quality of angklung the basic material, which is bamboo was 
supplied by SAU because the SAU brand angklung was made of specific choice of bamboos with a specific 
process. The system implemented by SAU is as follows: if SAU supplies 10 bamboo sticks for example valued 
at 10 thousand rupiahs/stick, it has been calculated in advance that 1 bamboo stick can make a certain 
number of angklung. This means the person must submit a certain amount of angklung to SAU at a price of 
e.g. 5 thousand rupiahs/angklung. If it turns out that the number of angklung is less than calculated, this 
means that the amount of money accepted by the craftsmen will also become lesser. Such a system indeed 
requires the principle of trust from both sides and also the principle of reciprocity. This is one of the methods 
used by SAU to improve social welfare. 

As we know that ASEAN leaders have agreed to form a single market in Southeast Asia by the end of 
2015 with the aim to enhance ASEAN's competitiveness in attracting foreign investment. With the formation 
of the AEC, it gives the opportunity of a country to sell goods and services to other countries across Southeast 
Asia (http://www.bbc.com/indonesia/berita_indonesia/2014/08/140826_pasar_tenaga_kerja_aec).  

According to Mrs.Mutiara, this is actually beneficial for SAU because angklung will become known far 
and wide, all over Southeast Asia. Although it was recognized that currently the angklung exported to Japan 
has a better touch because they have more advanced technology. However, SAU will remain confident 
because angklung is part of the Sundanese culture. If only the angklung is exported, it may lose its 
identity/Sundanese identity. Thus, inevitably, people will always come to SAU, to look for the original source 
of the angklung, which is located in West Java. 

 
6. CONCLUSION 

As mentioned above Mang Udjo since the beginning introduced the angklung to the public not for 
business purposes or for seeking profit, but rather to introduce and preserve the Sundanese culture. What 
was interesting was in the early days he had his sons and nephew to play the angklung with him 
(Mrs.Mutiara, July 27, 2015). Therefore Mang Udjo must have realized that culture had to be sustainable and 
should be passed down from generation to generation, through direct learning process. Mang Udjo used the 
Sundanese culture identity consciously by introducing it to children and local residents in order to challenge 
globalization and modern life. 

Besides running a business to seek for profit, SAU still retains its social values as inherited by Mang 
Udjo the founder of SAU. In the 1960s where the situation of the country of Indonesia was still not well 
established, Mang Udjo had efforts to make a creative revival movement for change, namely introducing 
widely to the community a traditional art (angklung). Mang Udjo tried to resolve existing social problems 
namely poverty in the community, by asking them to play the angklung, make the angklung, and participate in 
a performance, in order to improve the welfare of the surrounding community. He developed a relationship 
with the community not solely based on economic interests, but also based on trusted relationship. He also 
provided a place for the children of the local people so they can spend their spare time learning to play the 
angklung and dancing for free of charge. This is the strong point of SAU, in other words it has created jobs for 
the local community and empowered them through the local culture which is the Sundanese culture. 

SAU has obviously contributed greatly to the local/domestic tourism. Moreover, SAU is located in the 
city of Bandung, the capital of West Java Province, where the Sundanese ethnic group settles. All this time, 
Bandung is well known as a city of factory outlet and culinary tourism. But, with the existence of SAU, 
Bandung becomes another extraordinary tourist place. Another interesting thing is that when the author was 
lost and unable to find the SAU location, people at the roadside were able to tell where SAU is; they seemed 
familiar with the name SAU and could show the direction of the road to the author. Last but not least, when 
we seek for tours in Bandung online, SAU is one of the recommended destinations. It is proof that SAU also 
contributes to Bandung’s tourism. 
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